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COST EFFECTIVE. EFFICIENT. DIVERSE.
_____

Non-Disclosure Agreements

A high-quality, competitive solution for NDA review, evaluation,
and revision with short turnaround times.

Non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) are vital for
protecting sensitive information, but handling them
efficiently without sacrificing thoroughness or
speed can be daunting. Recognizing this, WLS
offers a complete solution designed to streamline
the review and negotiation of NDAs, ensuring your
transactions proceed smoothly and securely.

Our approach combines experienced legal
professionals with tried-and-tested playbooks and
templates, allowing us to offer unparalleled support
in managing the influx of NDAs. Our client-tailored
solutions are designed to provide comprehensive,
efficient, and cost-effective legal support.

OUR SOLUTION
We can assist with NDA review covering a broad
range of most commercial matters. For example, in
connection with the evaluation of prospective buy-
side transactions, WLS currently handles the NDA
reviews exclusively for numerous private equity
clients. In this regard, the team works with clients to
ensure adherence to each client’s NDA guidelines.
Additionally, the WLS team handles the review of
NDAs for large sell-side commercial transactions
involving numerous prospective purchasers. The
team can assist clients with developing NDA
templates and an organized process to efficiently
review a high volume of NDAs within short
turnaround times.

CLIENT BENEFITS
Below are various ways in which this NDA service
benefits clients.

• Cost Effectiveness. Clients get large law firm
quality work product at extremely reasonable
rates.

• Reputation and Credibility. Client gets the
benefit of the respect, instant credibility, and
excellent reputation of having an Am Law 50 firm
on the letterhead.

• Deep Resources. The client benefits by having
its lower tier/risk work done by the same full-
service firm that is internationally known for
handling the largest and most complex deals and
litigation. Thus, the client gets the full range of
deep resources and capabilities in a “one-stop
shopping” experience.

• Efficiencies. Through handling thousands of
client NDAs, our NDA team has learned the ins
and outs of each client and its needs and
preferences. The end result is a reduction in the
amount of time to review NDAs for each client
and less frequent interaction and involvement
with the client's business team on each NDA.

• Diversity. Clients benefit from having a diverse
team of top-notch lawyers handling their
assignments.
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• Opposing Parties. Because we have handled so
many NDAs for the client, we often see the same
parties and their counsel on the other side of
subsequent deals. Having negotiated NDAs with
these parties and attorneys, we are able to draw
from prior experience and drafts on other NDAs.
This saves the client time and money vs.
reinventing the wheel each and every time.

HOW WE GET THE JOB DONE
At the outset of each client engagement, we work
with clients to establish a customized plan that
considers your unique protocols, preferences for
attorney involvement from WLS team and others,
communication methods, and deliverables.

We recognize that each client's needs and
expectations are distinct, requiring a tailored
approach to ensure seamless integration with your
in-house team.

We offer the following workflow illustration to give
you an example of how we work with clients. This is
just a sample of our flexible approach, designed to
demonstrate our ability to adapt and provide
bespoke legal services. Our ultimate goal is to
ensure that your NDA management process is as
streamlined and effective as possible, allowing your
transactions to proceed without delay while
maintaining the highest standards of legal scrutiny
and protection.

NDA 
ASSIGNMENT
Client directly 
assigns the NDA to 
WLS via a dedicated 
NDA Inbox.

PARTNER INPUT
If complex issues arise, 
WLS attorney consults 
with Winston partner for 
input.

RESPONSE TO 
CLIENT
WLS attorney drafts 
email response to the 
client with bullet 
points highlighting 
various issues for 
client to consider. 

NDA GUIDELINES / 
PLAYBOOK
WLS collaborates with 
client to create 
guidelines of the issues, 
concerns, hot buttons, 
practices and 
preferences for NDA 
reviews. 

REVIEW
WLS attorney reviews 
and redlines the NDA 
against the Playbook 
highlighting issues to 
raise with the client.

FINALIZE NDA
Once all open issues are 
resolved, the client then 
finalizes and signs the 
documents. 

EMAIL TO 
OPPOSING PARTY
WLS attorney responds to 
opposing party (cc’ing the 
client) with redlined NDA 
for their review.

COMPLETION
WLS attorney sends the 
finalized and signed 
NDA to the client and 
opposing party.

NEGOTIATION
Opposing party reviews 
the redline and responds 
with comments and/or 
open issues. If needed, a 
call will be scheduled to 
discuss any open issues. 
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CLIENT 
COMMENTS
Client responds directly 
to WLS attorney with 
any additional thoughts, 
comments and/or 
instructions. 
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